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ABSTRACT

We present, in this paper, novel algorithms to compute the set of "top-k" aggressors in a design. We show that the computation of the set of top-k aggressors is non-trivial, since we must consider all permutations of aggressors that are coupled to a critical path. Also, different sets of aggressors contribute different amounts of noise to each critical path and a brute-force enumeration to obtain the set of top-k aggressors has impractical runtime. Our proposed approach uses two key techniques to reduce the runtime complexity: Firstly, we model the delay noise propagated from a victim net to its fanout net by a so-called pseudo aggressor, which simplifies our problem formulation significantly. Secondly, we define a dominance property for aggressor sets, which imposes a partial ordering on the aggressor sets and allows us to efficiently prune the enumeration space. We then demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm on benchmark circuits.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Coupling noise has become an important concern in nano-meter designs. Delay noise which models the impact of noise on circuit delay is of particular concern for high-performance designs. To address this issue, static noise analysis was first introduced in [1],[2] and has been the focus of significant research effort. Since delay noise requires both the aggressor and the victim nets to switch at the almost the same time, timing windows were defined to indicate the time range in a clock period within which an aggressor/victim net can transition. It was observed early on that the computation of delay noise and timing windows poses a chicken-and-egg problem. Delay noise cannot be computed before timing windows are defined and, vice versa, accurate timing windows cannot be computed without information about the delay noise.

An iterative method was suggested in [3],[5] for computing the delay noise in a design. The iterations start by either assuming that all aggressor-victim timing windows have an overlap or none of them have any overlap. The circuit delay is then computed by iteratively updating the delay noise and timing windows. It was shown in [3] that this iterative method is guaranteed to converge. It was observed in [4] that the problem formulated above has solutions which are fixed points on a complete lattice. Also, a number of methods to identify and eliminate false aggressors, which cannot impact the delay of a victim due to logical and timing correlations in the circuit, have been proposed in [10],[11].

Despite the pruning of false aggressors, the total number of aggressors that contribute to delay noise in a circuit can be extremely high. For a victim net, the so-called primary aggressors couple noise directly on to the victim transition. Furthermore, indirect aggressors are coupled to primary aggressors and can impact the timing window of a primary aggressor. This increase in the timing window of a primary aggressor may cause an overlap with the victim timing window, resulting in an increased delay noise. In Figure 1, for instance, noise from aggressor $a_2$ can increase the timing window of $a_1$ such that it now overlaps with that of victim $v_1$. Therefore, $a_2$ is an indirect or secondary aggressor of victim $v_1$. Similarly, $a_3$ is a tertiary aggressor of victim $v_1$. Note that in this example, the noise analysis algorithm would require 3 iterations for convergence. The fact that industrial noise analysis tools report the need for 3-4 iterations for convergence, shows that noise from indirect aggressors contribute to delay noise in industrial designs.

Since we must consider primary aggressors coupled to each node along a circuit path and also those coupled to the fanin cone of the primary aggressors, it is clear that the number of aggressors that can potentially contribute to the circuit delay is huge. However in practice, designers often limit the number of aggressors which can switch simultaneously due to one of the following reasons:

- Delay noise that involves hundreds of precisely timed noise events is considered unlikely and consequently ignored.
- A noise event involving hundreds of aggressors is less probable than that involving a few aggressors. With limited resources for fixing delay noise, the latter event must be given a higher priority.

A very common approach to limit the total number of aggressors considered in delay noise is by restricting the set of primary aggressors for each victim to a few (say 10) by choosing those aggressors which exhibit the maximum amount of coupling with the victim. However, this approach to reduce the number of aggressors may lead to unpredictable results. Firstly, the total number of aggressors contributing to delay noise will vary from one path to another. Also, there is no consistent manner of restricting the total number of indirect aggressors that contribute delay noise due to noise iterations.

In this paper, we present a new algorithm for computing the set of “top-k” critical aggressors. This information will provide a feed-
2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The goal of this work is to identify, for a given $k$, the set of $k$ aggressors (top-$k$ aggressor set) which must be fixed for optimally minimizing the noise violations in a design. Such a technique can (potentially) be employed in the inner loop of design optimization and therefore runtime efficiency is key. Conventionally, linear Thvenin driver models were used to perform static noise analysis efficiently. Recently, non-linear current source based driver model have been proposed [9] to achieve the accuracy demanded by sign-off timing analysis. However, a single victim-aggressor alignment in such a framework requires a non-linear solver and it is clearly difficult to achieve an efficient runtime. Therefore, we make engineering decision to use the linear noise framework in our analysis. Note that linear noise analysis is still used in the industry [12] in applications (such as ours) where accuracy can be traded for runtime efficiency. For the sake of completeness, we will now briefly review the framework of linear noise analysis.

In static timing analysis (STA), timing windows are computed by propagating the fastest and the slowest switching signals for each net from the inputs to the outputs. Early arrival time (EAT) of a net is defined as the earliest time at which a switching transition reaches 50% of supply voltage (referred to as $t_{50}$). Similarly, latest arrival time (LAT) is the latest possible $t_{50}$ and forms the other extreme of a timing window. A noise envelope, which bounds the noise coupled from an aggressor to the victim net, is obtained by sweeping the aggressor input transition within its timing window and observing the peak noise coupled to the victim net. In this work, we compute the ‘trapezoidal’ noise envelope by combining the noise pulse coupled from an aggressor switching at its EAT and its LAT and subsequently connecting their noise peaks (as shown in Figure 2).

The worst-case delay noise due to an aggressor is obtained by superimposing the corresponding noise envelope with the latest victim transition waveform (i.e. $t_{50}$ = LAT) and observing the increase in $t_{50}$ If multiple aggressors are coupled to the victim, we construct noise envelopes for each aggressor individually and add them together to create a combined noise envelope (as shown in Figure 3). The worst-case delay noise due to all aggressors is similarly obtained by superimposing the combined noise envelope. The worst-case aggressor alignment problem has been extensively studied in literature ([5],[6],[7]). However, the problem of computing the set of top-$k$ aggressors has not been addressed, to our knowledge. A brute-force manner of generating the top-$k$ aggressor elimination set is by simply running the noise analysis multiple times and eliminating $k$ aggressors in each run. In this case, a total of $C_n^k$ noise analysis runs are required, where $k$ refers to the total number of aggressors in the circuit, which is prohibitively expensive.

The computation of top-$k$ aggressors set is non-trivial and complicated to several factors and two of which are discussed below. First, note that with increasing cardinality, the top-$k$ aggressors sets could be non-monotonic. For instance, if the top-3 aggressors set in an arbitrary design contains aggressors $\{a1, a5, d9\}$, then the aggressor set with the next higher cardinality (i.e. top-4) may not contain any these aggressors. Although counter-intuitive, this
property arise due to the fact that the alignment of aggressors affect the delay noise (as shown in Figure 4). Although aggressors a2 and a3 have larger noise pulses than a1, their timing windows restrict their alignment to the left and they do not produce any delay noise if they switch individually ($t_{50}$ doesn’t change). Hence, the top-1 aggressor set is $\{a1\}$, although its noise pulse is smaller than both a2 and a3. However, when we consider the top-2 aggressors set, the delay noise due to the combined switching of $\{a2,a3\}$ is greater than that of $\{a1,a2\}$ and $\{a1,a3\}$. Therefore, the top-2 aggressors set is $\{a2,a3\}$. This example shows that adding an aggressor to the top-k aggressors set may not necessarily produce the top-(k+1) set.

Secondly, the worst-case aggressor-victim alignment at a victim net is affected by the delay noise propagated from the fanin cone of the victim driver. Hence, the top-k aggressors set at any victim v must consider aggressors coupled to the transitive fanin cone of victim v. Similarly, the impact of aggressors coupled to the transitive fanin cone of the primary aggressors must also be considered as they can change the timing window of the primary aggressors. Therefore, the primary aggressors must be considered both by themselves as well as acting in concert with tertiary aggressors that increase their timing window. A primary aggressor acting by itself is referred to as a first order aggressor. Primary aggressors are assigned an order $p = t+1$, where t is the number of aggressors coupled to the transitive fanin cone of the primary aggressor.

3 PROPOSED APPROACH

We will focus on the algorithm to compute the top-k aggressors addition set, since it is conceptually simpler to understand. In Section 3.4, we show how the proposed algorithm can be modified to instead compute the top-k aggressors elimination set. We use implicit enumeration to iteratively compute the desired top-k aggressors set in a bottom-up manner. During the $i^{th}$ iteration ($i < k$), a super-set of all aggressors sets of cardinality $i$ - defined as list$_{i}$ - is constructed. Elements of list$_{i}$ can potentially be a subset of the desired top-$i$ aggressors set and the list$_{i}$ is generated for all values of $i$ from 1 through $k$. Finally, the set of aggressors in list$_{k}$ which has the maximum delay noise is reported as the top-k aggressors set.

The enumeration of list$_{i}$ in the $i^{th}$ iteration is based on two key concepts: First, we use “pseudo aggressors” to model the shift observed in a victim transition due to noise coupled to the transitive fanin cone of the victim driver. This allows us to model all aggressors coupled to the fanin cone of a victim by using ‘pseudo’ noise envelopes that are similar to the noise envelopes of primary aggressors. Hence, if list$_{i}$ is computed at the input of a victim driver, then the list$_{i}$ can be propagated to the victim net by using these pseudo aggressors. This leads to an efficient problem partition i.e. find the list$_{k}$ for each victim and propagate it a topological order.

Second, we use the concept of dominance to aggressively prune the solution search space. The dominance property imposes a partial ordering on the aggressors of a victim. If the noise envelope $N1$ of aggressor $a1$ entirely encompasses the noise envelope $N2$ of another aggressor $a2$, then the delay noise due to $N1$ is never less than that due to $N2$. Therefore, while computing the top-1 aggressor set, aggressor $a1$ will be chosen as compared to $a2$. In other words, aggressor $a1$ dominates aggressor $a2$. This dominance property can easily be extended to pseudo aggressors and higher order aggressors. Note that dominance based pruning dramatically improves runtime for large values of $k$. We will now describe the concepts of pseudo aggressors and dominance in more detail and then present the algorithm to compute top-k aggressors set.

### 3.1 Pseudo input aggressors

Delay noise propagated from the input of a victim driver affects the alignment of the downstream victim nets with their respective primary aggressors. Therefore, the top-k aggressors set for a victim net may comprise of both the primary aggressors and the aggressors coupled to its fanin cone. A brute-force approach to compute the top-k aggressors set for a victim could be: (1) Select $p$ ($p < k$) aggressors coupled to the fanin cone of the victim and compute the delay noise on the victim. (2) Select $k-p$ primary aggressors, recompute the worst-case alignment and the delay noise. (3) Enumerate all possible permutations of $p$ and select that set of aggressors which results in maximum delay noise on the victim transition. Clearly, the brute-force method is prohibitively expensive as there can be numerous sets of fanin aggressors and cannot be employed for circuits of practical size. Therefore, we introduce the concept of pseudo input aggressors which allows us to traverse the circuit in a topological order while propagating top-k aggressors sets.

The noiseless and noisy input and output transitions occurring due to delay noise at some of its fanin node(s) are shown, in Figure 5, for a typical victim net. We know that a noisy transition on a victim input may cause a noisy output transition which can alter the worst-case alignment of the victim with its primary aggressors. For the propagation of the top-k sets in a topological order, we wish to break the dependence of the concerned victim output transition on the noisy input transition at its fanin. This is achieved by representing the worst-case set of aggressors coupled to the fanin of the victim by an abstract pseudo-noise envelope. A pseudo input noise envelope is defined as the waveform obtained by subtracting the noiseless victim transition from the delayed noisy victim transition.

Using the principle of linear superposition, the delayed victim transition can be constructed by appropriately superimposing this pseudo noise envelope with the original noiseless victim transition. Note that this pseudo noise envelope has a shape that is somewhat similar to the noise envelope obtained from primary aggressors. It may so happen that, due to the circuit layout, the nets present in the topological fanout of a victim net are its primary aggressors. Note that the delay noise induced by these aggressors can accurately be modeled by their pseudo input aggressors. Also, even if the delay noise propagated from victim input exceeds the slew of the victim transition, superposition would report delay noise accurately.

![Figure 4. Non-monotonicity in aggressor lists for aggressors a1, a2, and a3 (Timing windows and noise pulses as shown.)](#)

![Figure 5. Pseudo aggressor noise envelope](#)
3.2 Aggressor Dominance

During the bottom-up enumeration procedure, in the \(i^{th}\) iteration \((i > 1)\), we have several candidate aggressor sets, that form the \(\text{list}_i\), which are potential subsets of the desired set of top-\(k\) aggressors. In a naive implementation the \(\text{list}_i\) can easily blow up. Therefore, it is important to keep the cardinality of \(\text{list}_i\) under check and this is achieved by using the notion of dominance.

- **Dominance**: For any given victim, if the noise envelope of aggressor \(A\) encapsulates that of any aggressor \(B\), then aggressor \(A\) is said to dominate aggressor \(B\).

As shown in Figure 6, the noise envelope \(D\) dominates the envelope \(C\), whereas both \(A\) nor \(B\) are mutually non-dominated. The usefulness of dominance follows from the following theorem.

**Theorem 1.** Consider two possible aggressor sets \(P\) and \(Q\) with the same cardinality such that \(P\) dominates \(Q\). A higher cardinality aggressor set obtained by adding any additional aggressor ‘a’ to \(Q\) would never couple a greater delay noise on the victim than that obtained by adding ‘a’ to \(P\).

**Proof:** Given \(P\) dominates \(Q\), the combined noise envelope of \(P\) must encapsulate that of \(Q\). Now, the combined noise envelope \(P \cup \{a\}\), obtained by adding the noise envelopes of \(P\) and \(\{a\}\), must at each point in time either encapsulate or be equal to that of the combined noise envelope \(Q \cup \{a\}\). As the magnitude of noise of \(Q \cup \{a\}\) is never greater than that of \(P \cup \{a\}\), the noisy victim transition obtained by superimposing \(Q \cup \{a\}\) with the noiseless victim transition will always have a higher (lower) voltage for a rising (falling) victim transition than \(P \cup \{a\}\). Therefore, the noisy victim \(t_{50}\) of \(Q \cup \{a\}\) must always be earlier than that of \(P \cup \{a\}\). Consequently, the delay noise of \(P \cup \{a\}\) is always larger than that of \(Q \cup \{a\}\). □

Consequently, we do not need to propagate dominated aggressor such as aggressor \(C\) (in Figure 6), since we can always replace it with aggressor \(D\) which produces a higher delay noise. This observation naturally leads to the creation of redundant lists, defined as:

- **Irredundant Lists:** If \(\text{list}_i\) be the list of all possible aggressors sets each having cardinality \(i\), then the irredundant list \(I\)-list \(i\) is a subset of \(\text{list}_i\), such that all aggressor sets \(x \in I\)-list \(i\) are not dominated by any aggressor set \(y \in \text{list}_i\).

In other words, \(I\)-list \(i\) consists of all sets of non-dominated aggressors of cardinality \(i\). The fact that the desired top-\(k\) aggressors set is a subset of \(I\)-list \(k\) reduces our search space significantly.

Finally, we show how the dominance property can be applied to the aggressor noise envelopes. We first identify a time interval (referred to as the dominance interval) within which a noise envelope has to encapsulate another noise envelope for it to dominate the other aggressor. The lower bound of the dominance interval is the \(t_{50}\) of noiseless victim, since a noise envelope that ends before the \(t_{50}\) will not induce any delay noise. For the other boundary of the dominance interval, we compute an upper bound on the delay noise by performing standard noise analysis by assuming all aggressors to have infinite timing windows. In practice, we find that a large number of noise envelopes dominate each other within the dominance interval, thereby significantly reducing the search space.

3.3 Algorithm to compute the top-\(k\) addition aggressors

In this subsection, we explain the algorithm for computing the top-\(k\) aggressors set. The pseudo-code of the proposed algorithm is given in Figure 9. As discussed earlier, for a desired value of \(k\), the goal of the algorithm is to iteratively construct an \(I\)-list \(k\). The top-\(k\) aggressor set is that aggressors set which belongs to \(I\)-list \(k\) and causes the maximum delay noise. Now, in the \(i^{th}\) iteration of the algorithm, we compute the corresponding \(I\)-list \(i\) by operating on the \(I\)-list \(i-1\) computed in the previous iteration. Using the concept of pseudo-aggressors and Theorem 1 we can implicitly propagate irredundant lists through the circuit in topological order. The irredundant list at the sink node of the circuit gives us the desired \(I\)-list \(k\). For ease of understanding, we explain the steps of algorithm in more detail using an example (as shown in Figure 7).

In the first iteration we would like to find all non-dominated aggressors of cardinality one. Figure 7 shows two victim nets \(v_1\) and \(v_2\), with \(v_1\) being the input to the driver of \(v_2\). Victim \(v_1\) is coupled to four primary aggressors \((a_1, a_2, a_4, a_3)\) and similarly \(v_2\) is coupled to aggressors \((b_1, b_2, b_4)\). Running traditional noise analysis, we obtain the timing windows and the noise envelopes of all the primary aggressors on each victim net. The partial ordering on the noise envelopes of the aggressors based on the dominance is also shown in Figure 7, where aggressor \(a_1\) dominates all the other primary aggressors (i.e. \(a_2, a_3, a_4\)) and \(b_1\) dominates all primary aggressors (i.e. \(b_2, b_3, b_4\)). Since \(v_1\) is a primary input it has no pseudo input aggressors. The irredundant list of cardinality one (as shown in Figure 8) contains only one set that contains aggressor \((a_1)\).

For victim \(v_2\), we propagate only aggressor \(a_1\) as a pseudo input aggressor, since it is the only aggressor present in the irredundant list for \(v_1\). If the driver had multiple inputs, we would compute the top-k aggressors sets for each input independently and finally select the one which results in the maximum victim output arrival time. In the example, pseudo input aggressor \(a_1\) is not dominated by aggressors \((b_1, b_4)\) and hence, \(I\)-list \(1\) for victim \(v_2\) includes two aggressor sets \((a_1, b_1)\).

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Irredundant set</th>
<th>v1</th>
<th>v2</th>
<th>Possible reduced v2 set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(K = 1)</td>
<td>((a_1))</td>
<td>((a_1, b_1))</td>
<td>((a_1, b_1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K = 2)</td>
<td>((a_1, a_2)) ((a_1, a_3))</td>
<td>((a_1, b_1) ((b_1, b_2) ((a_1, a_2)) ((a_1, a_3))</td>
<td>((a_1, b_1)) ((b_1, b_2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K = 3)</td>
<td>((a_1, a_2, a_3)) ((a_1, a_2, a_4))</td>
<td>((b_1, b_2, b_3)) ((b_1, a_2, a_3)) ((a_1, a_2, a_4))</td>
<td>((b_1, b_2, b_3)) ((a_1, a_3)) ((b_1, a_1)) ((a_1, a_2, a_3))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
Now, $I$-$list_2$ can be computed by the explicit enumeration of all possible pairs of aggressors. However, a more effective approach is to reuse the information from the previous irredundant list (i.e. $I$-$list_1$). In the example, both sets ($a_1$, $a_2$) and ($a_1$, $a_3$) are added to the $I$-$list_2$ for the victim $v_1$. Using Theorem 1, we can ignore dominated sets such as ($a_2$, $a_4$).

$I$-$list_2$ for victim $v_2$ is computed by first adding aggressor $b_2$ to each aggressor set in $I$-$list_1$. Next, we add the pseudo input aggressors of cardinality 2. The set of non-dominated aggressors propagated from $v_1$ is {$a_1, a_2$, ($a_1, a_3$)}. Thirdly, we account for higher order aggressors by using a partial ordering of aggressors that have an order 2 (i.e. whose timing window has increased due to one additional aggressor). The innate cardinality of such an aggressor is 2 and is denoted as $b_1^2$. Note that the height of noise envelope of an order 2 aggressor is the same as its order 1 counterpart. However, the width of the envelope increases due to its larger timing window. Using the property of dominance, we find that $b_1^2$ dominates every other order 2 aggressor and is added to $I$-$list_2$.

Note that at this point, $I$-$list_2$ for $v_2$ contains 5 entries (see Figure 8). However, some of these entries may dominate each other and can therefore be reduced further as shown in the right most column of Figure 8. Similarly, we generate the $I$-$list_2$ by operating on $I$-$list_1$. This procedure is repeated for $k$ iterations. Finally, we choose the $I$-$list_k$ of the sink node and superpose the noise envelopes from all the aggressor sets present in $I$-$list_k$ with the latest sink transition waveform. The top-$k$ aggressors set is the one which belongs to $I$-$list_k$ of the sink such that it results in the worst-case delay noise.

### 3.4 Top-$k$ aggressors elimination set

In this section, we briefly discuss how the analysis for finding the top-$k$ aggressors addition set can be easily modified to find the top-$k$ aggressors elimination set. For the latter, we assume that all aggressors are present in the design and we wish to find the set of $k$ aggressors such that fixing them will reduce the delay noise by a maximum amount. The key difference in both algorithms is that for aggressors addition set, we start with noiseless timing windows and for the aggressors elimination set, we start with noisy timing windows. Therefore, the noise envelopes of the primary aggressors are expanded since their timing windows contain delay noise. The dominance property remains the same and irredundant lists of aggressor sets are computed in a similar manner.

```plaintext
for (all $i < k$)
    for each victim net (in topological order)
        1. Create list$_i$ containing aggressors sets of cardinality $i$ by adding an additional aggressor to each aggressor set $\subset I$-$list_{i-1}$;
        2. Add pseudo input aggressors of cardinality $i$ to list$_i$; If a gate has multiple inputs, select that aggressor which results in the latest output arrival time;
        3. Add higher order aggressors of cardinality $i$ to list$_i$;
        4. Use Theorem 1 and partial ordering on list$_i$ to compute $I$-$list_i$;
        5. Superimpose the noise envelopes of all aggressor sets $\subset I$-$list_i$ with the noiseless victim waveform and select the aggressor set that gives the worst-case delay noise; Propagate this set as the pseudo-input aggressors for downstream gates.

return the top-$k$ aggressor set from $I$-$list_k$ of the sink node
```

Figure 9. Pseudo-code for the proposed algorithm

### 4. RESULTS

In this section, we show experimental results of the proposed top-$k$ aggressors addition and elimination algorithm by using a prototype noise analysis tool implemented in C++. A 0.13mm standard cell library was used for synthesis and technology mapping. The synthesized designs were placed and routed by using a commercial APR tool and the distributed RC was extracted by using a commercial parasitic extraction tool.

A brute-force method, as explained earlier, was also implemented to verify the proposed algorithm. We ran both the proposed algorithm and the brute-force algorithm on all circuits and observed that the enormous complexity of the brute-force method resulted in its failure to generate the top-$k$ aggressors sets of size greater than 3 in 1800 sec. However, the proposed algorithm was able to generate sets of size up to 50 with tractable runtimes. As shown in Table 1, for values of $k \leq 3$, the top-$k$ aggressors set computed by proposed algorithm was consistent with brute-force method. It can be observed that about 2 orders of magnitude runtime speedup was achieved over the brute-force approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>ckt delay (ns)</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>ckt delay (ns)</th>
<th>runtime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.743</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>.743</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.722</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>.722</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.709</td>
<td>621.4</td>
<td>.709</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>.703</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Validation of proposed approach with brute-force enumeration

However, while superposing the noise envelope we are trying to reduce the delay noise in the design. To do this we first define a total noise envelope as the noise envelope due to all aggressors coupled to the victim net with their largest timing windows, such that it results in the maximum noise delay in the design. The superposition of aggressor sets in the irredundant list requires: (1) Subtract the noise envelope from the total noise envelope, (2) Superpose the resulting envelope with the noiseless victim transition, and (3) Select that aggressor set which results in the smallest delay noise. The overall algorithm functions in the exactly the same manner and the top-$k$ aggressor set is selected from the $I$-$list_k$ of the sink node.
In Figure 10 we present the convergence trend of the delay noise for circuits $i_1$ & $i_{10}$, while computing both the top-$k$ aggressors addition and elimination set for different values of $k$ ranging from 1 to 75. The delay and runtime results for both algorithms are shown in Table 2 (a) and (b). Although the worst-case complexity of the proposed algorithm is exponential, in practice it can be seen that due to the efficient pruning of search space, the runtime of the algorithm grows at much smaller rate. In fact, the analysis for top-50 aggressor sets, for all benchmark circuits, completes in less than 100 sec.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced the concept of top-$k$ delay aggressors for fixing noise violations. The proposed problem is non-trivial and a naive brute-force implementation leads to impractical runtimes. To address this issue, we proposed the concept of pseudo aggressor for fixing noise violations. The proposed problem is non-trivial and includes extension to non-linear driver models and finding a ‘good’ value of $k$ for reasonably fixing noise violations in a design.
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